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Abstract, The analysis of different types of Josephson junctions allows us to depict temperature
dependences of the critical current1c (T), the Josephson penetration depth hi (T) and main SQUID

paramcters. We show that a DC SQUID can operate on a broad range of temperature, with a

current modulation equal to #o/L in the limit p » I. The analysis is given within the RSJ model.

For this purpose, the usual DC SQUID current biasing circuit is replaced by a voltage controlled

system which detects current modulation. This voltage biasing is compatible with modulation

technique usually applied to reduce the I/f noise level of the junctions.

Introduction.

We here examine the constraints resulting from the development of DC SQUIDS operating

over a broad range of temperature. We show its feasibility with existing high Tc Josephson
junctions. DC SQUIDS pedormances with large and small p parameters are compared on this

point of view. Experimental work is based on GBJ (Grain Boundary Junctions) step-junctions
SQUIDS. Furthermore, we introduce a voltage biasing system which directly gives the current

modulation and is almost temperature independent.

Theory.

The temperature dependence of the critical current of a high Tc junction or, equivalently its IV

curve, can be quite well described by an SNS or SNINS type junction model.

The sketch given in figure I shows the electrical and geometrical parameters involved in the

design of a Josephson junction. The main one is the Josephson penetration depth expressed as
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Fig. I. Sketch view of electrical and geometrical parameters implied in a Josephson junction.
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=

A~(T) I is the London penetration depth II- Junctions
Tc

are called narrow or wide depending whether on their width is smaller or larger than

4 Aj [21. The temperature dependence of Jc(T) allows to deduce the width w satisfying the

small junction criterion over an expected temperature range (T~, T~ ),w is obviously deduced

from the T~ constraints.

From published results [3-51, we have plotted in figure 2 a few Jc(T) dependences from

which the maximal width of the junction has been estimated. A
j

plotted in figure 3 is deduced

from Jc(T) and its minimum value (at low temperature) defines the main constraint. The width
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Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Measured critical current density Jc(T) (A/cm~).

Fig. 3. Josephson penetration depth hi (~m) deduced from Jc(T).
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of the junctions [3-51 have thus been selected as : w =
A

j
(10 K), so that w is always smaller

than 4 Aj in the whole temperature range. This choice determined the critical current value

Ic of each junction which are reported in figure 4.

Furthermore, the parameter r
=

Ic ~o/2 wk~ T~ must be larger than 10 to avoid the noise

rounding effects on the IV characteristic which reduces the SQUID current modulation

&I. The value are reported in figure 5, expressed as : AI
=

2 Ic/ ( I + P ), P
=

2 LIC (T)/~o [6]
where L inductance of the SQUID was taken at 100 pH. In the high P limit the current

modulation &I(T)=~~/L. This case also corresponds to a low rounding noise as

Ic is quite important and is therefore suitable for a SQUID operating on a broad range of

temperature. On the other hand, a small Ic leads to a drastic decrease of &I with increasing
temperature and to a significant level of noise.
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Fig. 5.
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emperature.

Experimental work.

Step-junctions have been realized to validate this concept. The fabrication methods were

chosen to be as close as possible to standard thin film fabrication techniques. YBaCUO films

are deposited on MgO substrates by laser ablation. The method of forming the edge in MgO

substrates is the same as in [71. We use a standard photoresist as an etch mask and Ar milling

process. Au contact pads are sputtered through a mechanical mask for ultrasonic Al wire

bounding. Standard photolithography technics are used to pattern the YBaCUO film with wet

etching in EDTA. Current modulation AI of two home-made SQUIDS with step junctions have

been calculated by using an inductance L
=

100 pH (usual value of our devices). Comparison
between theory and experiment figure 6 and figure 7 shows that a better agreement is obtained

in the high P limit since the noise rounding effect becomes negligible.
Finally, the last question is that of biasing and detecting system. To detect current

modulation a voltage biasing circuit is absolutely necessary. Recently, we proposed a simple
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Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Calculated current modulation AI of SQUIDS.

Fig. 7. Measured current modulation (a) high p SQUID, (b) small p SQUID.

low cost, and very low noise voltage regulation of low impedance devices [71 depicted in

figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Sketch view of the voltage biasing circuit.

The voltage V~ is locked to the reference value V~ by the A~ stage and a feedback loop. The

SQUID modulation AI is roughly given by AVJR,~~ and the voltage V~ by V~/Aj. Low

Tc DCjUIDS were successfully tested. The white noise level was found to be around some

p~~/ Hz, both with the classical current biasing technic and with the voltage controlled

biasing system. The current modulation AI of our high P SQUID is close to a periodic triangle

pattern (period ~o) and the equivalent current noise e~/r~ can be seen as an equivalent flux

noise S~
=

~~ ~°

,

where r~ is the dynamic resistance of the SQUID and e~ is the voltage
r~ 2 AI

noise at the preamplifier input, when using this biasing-detecting system of HTS SQUIDS. It
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should be emphasized that the two biasing systems are equivalent as far as their input noise

level is concerned, but that voltage biasing circuit allows a much broader range of operation in

temperature than the current biasing one.
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